The DD SuperLight A-Frame Mesh Tent offers full bug protection and plenty of space for 2 people and gear. Two hiking poles (not included) are required for set-up.

**Contents of the DD SuperLight A-Frame Mesh Tent stuff sack:**
- Tarp tent
- Superlight pegs x 8
- Guylines (2m) x 2

**Choosing your pitch**
- When choosing your pitching site make sure you pick an even bit of ground. Don’t set it up on a slope or uneven ground.
- Remove all sharp objects that might damage the fabric.

**Setting up the DD SuperLight A-Frame Mesh Tent**

You can use a hiking pole to set this tent up or alternatively you can tie it to the tree using the attachment points on the top of the tent.

1. Ensure the entrances are zipped up, spread out the A-Frame Mesh Tent on the ground.
2. To mark your pitch, loosely peg down the 4 corner base attachment points - you can re-secure these in step 4.
3. Insert the handles of your hiking poles into the sleeves on the top corners of the tent, and extend the poles so they stand upright and the sides of the tent are taut.
4. Re-adjust and securely peg down all the base attachment points.
5. If necessary, guy out any further attachment points on the edges of the tent.

You may need to adjust the height of the pole depending on the hardness of the ground.